During the process of unknown word detection in Chinese word segmentation, many detected word candidates are invalid. These false unknown word candidates deteriorate the overall segmentation accuracy, as it will affect the segmentation accuracy of known words. Therefore, we propose to eliminate as many invalid word candidates as possible by a pruning process. Our experiments show that by cutting down the invalid unknown word candidates, we improve the segmentation accuracy of known words and hence that of the overall segmentation accuracy.
Introduction
Since written Chinese texts do not use any markers such as spaces to indicate the word boundaries, word segmentation has become an essential task prior to any other Chinese language processing. There are two main problems in this task, segmentation ambiguities and unknown word occurrences. We can either solve these two problems in one single process or make them as two separate processes. Both approaches have pros and cons. If we make them as two separate processes, then we can focus on each problem independently. However, if two problems are solved in one single process, then the processing time may be shortened, but the computation will become more complicated. It is difficult to judge which approach is better.
In this paper, we would like to compare the results by using only a single model for word segmentation (Goh et al., 2004) and by joining two models (unknown word model and disambiguation model). The extracted unknown words go through a pruning step, to eliminate those unlikely to be word candidates. Our experiments show that two processes for word segmentation perform better than only with a single process.
Previous Work
Chinese word segmentation has been a research topic since long time ago. At first, people believed in rule based method, and tried to apply rules for word segmentation. However, as new words and new patterns can always be created, it became more and more complicated to maintain such a rule based system. Later, with the evolution of segmented corpora, it has become possible to apply machine learning based method to train a model for word segmentation.
In year 2003, a competition for Chinese word segmentation was carried out in SIGHAN 1 workshop to compare the accuracy of various methods (Sproat and Emerson, 2003) . It used to be difficult to compare the accuracy of various systems because the experiments had been done on different corpora. Therefore, this bakeoff intended to standardize the training and testing corpora, so that a fair evaluation could be made. Along the history, some researches proposed solving ambiguity problem and detecting unknown word in one process (Xue and Converse, 2002; Asahara et al., 2003; Fu and Luke, 2004; Goh et al., 2004) and some split these processes into multiple steps (Zhang et al., 2003; Ma and Chen, 2003) . Furthermore, people are combining multiple statistical models so that one model could cover the weakness of the other models. (Xue and Converse, 2002) first use a maximum entropy model to segment the text, then apply a transformational-based model to correct the output of the first model. (Asahara et al., 2003) use a hidden Markov model to segment the text for known words, then apply a support vector machine-based chunker for unknown word detection. (Fu and Luke, 2004) combine a word juncture model with word formation pattern, while (Goh et al., 2004) use maximum matching algorithm with support vector machines. From these work, we realise that by combining models of different approaches, we are able to obtain better results than only using a single model.
Problem Specification
The SIGHAN bakeoff results show that combining word segmentation and unknown word detection in one process produces reasonable result. Without unknown word detection, we get worse result if there are a lot of unknown words in the text. However, while the recall for unknown words increases, the recall for known words decreases. This is because those invalid detected unknown words are the cause of errors in known word segmentation. Our idea relies on the following findings. Introducing one valid unknown word creates one correct word. However introducing one invalid unknown word will possibly make (at least) two words incorrect (one unknown and one known). On the other hand, deleting one valid unknown word makes one word incorrect but deleting one invalid unknown word will possibly make two known words correct. If we can delete as many invalid words as possible, we will be able to increase the accuracy of known words and the overall segmentation.
Furthermore, the same unknown word found in one context may be missed out at another context. Therefore, after unknown word detection, we could rerun the overall segmentation again to include those missing unknown words. In short, our approach is to separate the word segmentation (disambiguation) and unknown word detection into two independent processes, so that we could focus on each problem more thoroughly and more specifically.
Proposed Method
Our method is based on the report by (Goh et al., 2004) , where a maximum matching algorithm (MM) combining with support vector machines (SVM) model is proposed to solve the ambiguity problem and unknown word detection at the same time. In their report, if the model focuses on solving ambiguity problem, then the accuracy for known words is higher; and on the contrary if it focuses on unknown word detection, then the recall for unknown words is higher but the accuracy for known words drops. Although there is a balance point for both problems, it is quite difficult to further improve on the accuracy. Two problems are observed in (Goh et al., 2004) . First, since only half of the words from the training data are used in the dictionary, some of the known words cannot be segmented correctly as they are not found in the dictionary. Second, only part of the words in the training data are used for the unknown word detection training. In other words, the training of word patterns are not thorough too. Our method intends to make full use of the training data for both problems, so that we can increase the recall for unknown words while at the same time maintains the accuracy for known words. Figure 1 shows the flow of our process. We refer to our two models as the unknown word model and the disambiguation model. First, we use the unknown word model to extract unknown word candidates from the input text and apply a pruning process to them. Next, the new words are registered to the disambiguition model's dictionary and the final segmentation is done with the new dictionary. We will describe each step in more detail. 
Unknown Word Processing
The unknown word processing consists of two steps. First, we extract unknown word candidates with the unknown word model. Since not all extracted unknown words are valid, we then apply the second step to eliminate those invalid unknown words.
Unknown Word Model
In fact, the unknown word model itself is a complete word segmentation model. It could handle both disambiguation and unknown word detection in one single process. However, while the recall for unknown word increases, the accuracy for known words is affected. Since this model can get optimal result for unknown word detection, we would like to extract the unknown words in this model, meaning those words not found in the dictionary 2 . We then apply a pruning process to the unknown word candidates before registering the new words to the dictionary used in the disambiguition model for final segmentation.
The probability model used is the maximum entropy (ME) model. The ME model is similar to the one described in (Xue and Converse, 2002) with different feature templates. Lets ¢ ¤ £ be the current character that we want to tag and ¥ stands for the focus position. We use characters (represented by
as the feature templates. We define four character types in our model, digits, alphabets, symbols (including punctuation marks) and hanzi (other chinese characters). The task is to estimate the tag £ .
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We also regard the problem as a tagging problem on characters. The ME model will tag each character into one of the 4 possible tags as shown in Table 1 The outputs of ME model are then converted back to word segments based on the position tags. The conversion becomes complicated when there exists inconsistency in consecutive tags. For example, it is possible that ME model assigns "SE" to two continuous characters, which is logically not allowed. Therefore, we made a slight correction to the output tags as shown in Table 2 . We look at the current tag or the next tag to decide whether to make a change on previous tag or current tag. The correction does not cover all possible mistakes but only those that are seen in the outputs. The intuition behind is quite simple. We assume that when there is an "I", then is must end with an "E". Alternatively, we may trust the next coming tag, and try to change the former tag. After the correction of inconsistency tags, we convert the characters back to words. We put a word separater (a blank space) in every place that begins with either "B" or "S".
Condition
Correction prevtag = "I" and curtag = "S" curtag = "E" prevtag = "B" and curtag = "S" prevtag = "S" prevtag = "S" and curtag = "E" prevtag = "B" prevtag = "S" and curtag = "I" prevtag = "B" prevtag = "I" and curtag = "B" and nexttag = "B" curtag = "E" prevtag = "B" and curtag = "B" and nexttag = "E" prevtag = "S" prevtag = "I" and curtag = "B" and nexttag = "S" curtag = "E" prevtag = "B" and curtag = "B" and nexttag = "B" curtag = "E" prevtag = "B" and curtag = "E" and nexttag = "E" curtag = "I" prevtag: previous tag, curtag: current tag, nexttag: next tag From the output word segmentation, those words that are not in the dictionary will be treated as unknown word candidates, which will go through the pruning process as decribed below.
Pruning of Invalid Unknown Words
We apply two levels of pruning for the detected unknown word candidates. First, pruning by using adjacent words and internal components. Second, pruning by using word formation power.
The first level of pruning is by using adjacent words and internal components. Let 
is a character and 8 is the length of the word. We assume that if the unknown word forms a known word with adjacent characters or words, then it is not a valid unknown word. Therefore, if any one of the following words exists in the dictionary, then we delete the unknown word from the list: For those unknown words with length greater than 4 characters, it is possible that it includes a known word inside, especially an idiomatic phrase. Therefore, if either
(the last four characters) exists in the dictionary (except those words that are numbers, alphabets or symbols), then we delete the unknown word candidate from the list.
The second level of pruning is by using word formation power (Nie et al., 1995; Fu and Luke, 2003) . We define the word formation power (WFP) as below, where the I Q P H " ( @ R 8 is either S, B, I or E, introduced in Table 1 .
Previous researches use a predefined threshold to eliminate the unknown words but we generate the threshold from the training corpus. The threshold is defined as the minimum WFP of words of the same length with the unknown word. Therefore, if the WFP falls in any one of the conditions below, then the unknown word candidate is deleted. However, we will accept any unknown word of one character.
1.
e g f $ h T § # V is less than the minimum e y f h T § V where
The WFP is less than the total production of every single character in the word,
There exists high probability of single character in the word. Currently we run only on words where
4. Any one of the character in the word appears only as single character word,
After the two level pruning, the unknown word candidates are registered in the dictionary for used in the disambiguation model.
Segmentation Ambiguity Resolution
We assume that there is no unknown words in the disambiguition model. If all word candidates can be found in the dictionary, we just need to solve the ambiguity problem here. Similar to (Goh et al., 2004) , we use maximum matching algorithm to first segment the text forwards (FMM) and backwards (BMM), but instead of using SVM, we apply maximum entropy (ME) models for classification of characters. This is because SVM requires more computational power. Since we need to create two models, it is better if we can apply a model which can give reasonble results with lower computational power.
During the training of ME model, the dictionary used in the MM models consists of all words from the training data only. While during testing phase, the dictionary is added with the unknown words extracted from the unknown word processing phase. After the initial segmentation by using FMM and BMM models, we will convert the output words of the MMs into characters, where each character is assigned with a position tag. These tags show the character position in a word, as described in Table 1 . The output of MMs will be used as features in ME models. For example, for the sentence " d f e g h i " (At the New Year gathering party), FMM has the position tags as "BEBESBE" and BMM has "SBEBEBE". The feature templates are as the following. Output of FMM is represented by
. Each character will be tagged by the ME model based on these features.
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After the character tagging, we apply the same rules for inconsistency tagging (Table 2) , and finally convert the characters back to words.
Experiments and Results
We have run our experiments on SIGHAN Bakeoff data. There are 4 datasets provided by different instituitions. The details of the datasets are shown in Table 3 . The unknown word rates vary by datasets, CHTB has the most unknown words whereas AS has the least. The size of training data is different too, AS has as big as 5.8M but HK has only 240K words. These are the main factors that affect the accuracy of the overall segmentation. 
Corpus

Unknown Word Extraction
In Section 4.1, we have extracted the unknown words from the testing data. Table 4 shows the accuracy of the unknown word extraction. We show only the results on distinct words.
no. of valid extracted unknown words total no. of distinct unknown words in gold data
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no. of valid extracted unknown words total no. of distinct unknown words extracted
We can see from this table that after the pruning, the recalls of unknown words drop, but the precisions increase. However, the balance F-measures have increased after pruning. As we shall see in the next section, although the recalls of unknown words drop, the overall segmentation by this pruning step improves. Table 4 : Accuracy of Unknown Word Extraction (distinct words only)
Segmentation Result
The evaluation of word segmentation is done by using the tool provided in SIGHAN Bakeoff (Sproat and Emerson, 2003) . We evaluate the performance in recall, precision and F-measure for overall segmentation, and recall for unknown words and known words.
no. of correctly segmented words total no. of words in gold data
no. of correctly segmented words total no. of words segmented
no. of correctly segmented unknown word total no. of unknown words in gold data
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no. of correctly segmented known word total no. of known words in gold data
Figure 2 compares our results with the bakeoff results. Overall, we have out-performed almost all the participants except for CHTB dataset. In addition, our method has the highest recall for unknown words compared with others. Table 5 shows the detail results of our system 3 . We compare the performance on with or without unknown word detection, and with or without pruning. Apparently, we need unknown word detection to improve the overall segmentation. However, while the accuracy of unknown word increases (as in the row 'With unkword detection'), the accuracy of known words drops. In the next row, we have shown that re-segmentaion using the disambiguation model improves the results, as those missing words (found in one context but not the other) can be corrected. Finally, by applying the pruning step, we have again improved on the overall segmentation accuracy because some of the invalid unknown words have been eliminated. However, if the unknown word rate is low, such as AS corpus, it would be better if all the detected words are used for re-segmentation because the pruning steps eliminate too many valid unknown words (5%) relatively. We have also compared our results with some recent works. As mentioned in the earlier section of this paper, our method is based on the report by (Goh et al., 2004) . They use a combination of maximum matching algorithm and the state-of-the-art classifier, support vector machines, for segmentation. Our method has done a lot better than theirs as we can cover better the problem of known words and unknown words. The most recent works on segmentation are reported by (Nakagawa, 2004) and (Peng et al., 2004) . (Nakagawa, 2004) uses word-level and character-level information for segmentation which is similar to our method. He uses a markov model for word-level probability, and maximum entropy model for character-level probability. Then he builds a lattice based on both probabilities and solves the problem by using Viterbi algorithm. Both word-level and character-level are used at the same time, and both known word and unknown word segmentation are conducted simulteneously. His method has achieved better results than ours. The way that he uses the word-level (HMM) and character-level (ME) information in the lattice is much more efficient than our method. (Peng et al., 2004) use conditional random fields (CRF) for word segmentation. CRFs consider richer domain knowledge and are discriminatively-trained, which are often more accurate. However, in their experiment, the results shown do not out-perform our method. This could be because it is just a first trial on using CRFs for word segmentation and further survey on the feature sets is probably needed.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that a post-processing of unknown word detection is necessary in order to improve the accuracy of segmentation. In previous work, unknown word detection has been part of the segmentation process, but while the accuracy of unknown word increases, it has caused more errors on known words. We introduce a pruning step for eliminating invalid unknown words, so that we could increase the accuracy of known words. Although our pruning method may not be so effective in selecting valid unknown words (only around 60% precision), it has proved that by having a pruning step, it really helps in improving the overall segmentation results.
As a conclusion, detecting unknown word during the segmentation process may cause more errors on known words. A separate process for unknown word detection could help to increase the lexicon and improve on the segmentation accuracy. However, more survey and research are needed to select the correct unknown words.
